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1 Consistency

Example of an execution that is quiescently consistent but not sequentially consistent:
Suppose that x and y are registers. Consider the following history H:

x.w(0)

y.w(0) y.r(1) y.w(1) y.r(0)

H has no quiescent periods, hence it is quiescently-consistent.

Example of an execution that is sequentially consistent but not quiescently consistent: Let
q be a FIFO queue.

q.enq(0)

q.enq(1) q.deq(1) q.deq(0)

2 Atomic Integers

Suppose A increments the tail to 1, but suspends before storing its value a in the array. Then
B enqueues another value b, incrementing the tail to 2, and storing b in the array. B then does
a dequeue. It sees the head slot is null and throws an empty exception, when, in fact, the queue
cannot be empty because the enqueue of b precedes the dequeue, but no thread has removed b.

3 Classifying histories

History 1 is linearizable: W(1), R(1), and W(2) overlap, so order W(1) first, R(1) second,
and W(2) third. These calls all precede R(2), so order it last. The result is a legal sequential
register history. It follows this history is also sequentially consistent. This history is quiescently
consistent: W(1), R(1), and W(2) are separated from R(2) by a quiescent interval, so order
W(1) first, R(1) second, and W(2) third, and R(2) last.

History 2 is linearizable: W(1), R(1), and W(2) overlap, so order W(2) first, W(1) second,
and the first R(1) third. These calls all precede the second R(1), so order it last. The result
is a legal sequential register history. It follows this history is also sequentially consistent. This
history is quiescently consistent: W(1), R(1), and W(2) are separated from the second R(1) by
a quiescent interval, so order W(2) first, W(1) second, the first R(1) third, and the second R(1)
last.

4 Strange methods....

This method is wait-free (every call that keeps running eventually returns) but not bounded
wait-free.

5 Back to Peterson

Yes, it does, because regular registers act differently only when two reads are done concurrently
with a write.

Consider the case where a write to flag by a thread overlaps the other thread reading in
the while loop. If thread A is writing flag i in the lock() method, a thread B reading this field
might read the new value of true, which keeps it in the loop, and later reads a temporary flicker



of the value to its old value, false. This would allow B to acquire the lock, which is acceptable
since the writing thread A would have set itself to be the victim as its next step, which would
have allowed B to acquire the lock anyway. A would get then get caught as expected in the
while loop, and only one thread would get in.

If we look at the write to flag in the unlock() method, we conclude that a read could flicker
to a true value even after a previous read had noticed the new value of false. But this would
never happen, since if the reading thread first reads value false it must be reading in the while
loop, and it would break out of it, causing the second read not to occur.

Finally, we look at the victim value. If this value flickers then on the first read of the new
value the condition in the while loop will be false, and the second read could not occur, just as
in the previous case. Therefore, the Peterson Lock does work when regular registers are used.

6 Atomic Registers

Think of the register as having three copies of the value, which we call left (low-order), middle,
and right (high). Think of the writer as writing one bit at a time from left to right, and the
reader as reading one bit at a time from right to left. Because the reader and writer move in
opposite directions, they overlap on only one of the three copies.

• If the left and middle copies are the same, then the overlap occurred on the right copy,
so take the left / middle copy.

• If the right and middle copies are the same, then the overlap occurred on the left copy,
so take the middle / right copy.

• If all three copies are different, then the overlap occurred on the middle copy, so take the
right copy.

7 Variations on the Bakery Algorithm

Register type Mutual exclusion FIFO Comment
safe yes yes we assume that number[i] ≥ 0;

might violate mutual exclusion
if number[i] < 0 are allowed for reads

regular yes yes
wrap-around no no


